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ARChiteCtuRe

at the peak of his career, arne Jacobsen created
his most complete assignment: St. catherine’s
college and the whole oxford™ series
of iconic furniture. we commemorate the
50th anniversary of the harmonic masterpiece
in the english university town of oxford.
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intRoDuCtion

ceo Jacob holm bids welcome.
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nAtuRe’s nuAnCes

arne Jacobsen’s iconic stackable chair
is relaunched in nine beautiful wooden
varieties and nine new colours.

the renowned danish designer creates
furniture and design objects that can last
an entire lifetime. her second collaboration
with Fritz hansen is now being launched:
the minuscule™ table and chair series.
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minuscule™

Furniture designer cecilie manz has
created a formal lounge chair for informal
meetings. with minuscule™, an organic
design language is harmoniously fused
with carefully selected materials.
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Portrait lene tRAnBeRg

lene tranberg’s design studio is responsible
for a number of the most interesting buildings
in Scandinavia. meet the architect who has
something on her mind when she designs the
buildings of the future.
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me AnD mY ChAiR

Sir Paul Smith is one of england’s most influential
fashion designers. this year, he is launching Point
by Paul Smith, a series of geometrically patterned
upholstery fabric which will, among other things,
cover Fritz hansen’s classic furniture.
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iNtrodUctioN

this YeAR, it Will Be 20 YeARs Ago that the Former NorwegiaN Prime miNiSter,
gro harlem brUNdtlaNd, taUght US For the FirSt time aboUt oUr obligatioNS to FUtUre
geNeratioNS. thiS iS No loNger a SUbJect oF debate, aNd the time haS come to make
demaNdS oN everythiNg that we bUy. i am reFerriNg to iSSUeS SUch aS reUSability, oUr
dUty to eNSUre a low coNSUmPtioN oF Scarce reSoUrceS aNd to deSigN ProdUctS
that will laSt a whole geNeratioN.
iN my oPiNioN, there are Not maNy PeoPle iN the iNteriorS aNd FUrNitUre iNdUStry who
give thiS eNoUgh thoUght or gUaraNtee their ProdUctS SUFFicieNtly. aNd why Not?
well, the SimPle Fact oF the matter iS that Nobody demaNdS thiS oF US aS coNSUmerS
aNd maNUFactUrerS. i am Not a great SUPPorter oF legiSlatioN aNd bUreaUcracy, bUt
i SUPPort a NatioNal movemeNt For demaNdiNg qUality aNd SUStaiNability, So we
caN eNSUre a SaFe earth For FUtUre geNeratioNS. iN my eyeS, thiS iS SomethiNg that
maNkiNd haS aN obligatioN to FUlFil.
iN 1955, FritZ haNSeN aNd arNe JacobSeN iNtrodUced a UNiqUe, iNterNatioNally
reNowNed deSigN, which haS Sold more thaN eight millioN PieceS all over the
world, aNd which meetS eveN the StricteSt reqUiremeNtS For reUSability. For examPle,
the SerieS 7™ iS made oF wood aNd comeS with a 10-year warraNty. FUrthermore,
the chair iS ProdUced iN the moSt ZealoUS, ecomoNically aNd eNviroNmeNtally Strict
coNditioNS, adheriNg to both legal aNd ethical StaNdardS.
iN the light oF the above, there remaiNS oNly oNe thiNg to Say: try SerieS 7™ chair
– qUite SimPly, it laStS aN eNtire liFetme, both iN itS qUality aNd deSigN.

JACoB holm ceo
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Nature’s

nuances
by signe løntoft

For over half a century, Arne Jacobsen’s iconic stackable chairs have been
celebrated all over the world for their timeless combination of functionality,
comfort and elegance. Now the chairs ARE relaunched in nine wood
varieties and nine new colours.

You just can’t help touching the new versions of Arne
Jacobsen’s famous stackable chairs in wooden veneer.
Wood is a material that has an inherent appeal to most
of us: Maple, ash, beech, cherry, Oregon pine, elm, oak,
walnut and dark stained oak. Names that are softly reminiscent of the forest deep, quiet peace and, with a palette
of veneers, each containing hundreds of subtle shades.
And chairs that will always have their own personal touch,
as wood is a living material and no two trees are alike.
The fine, grainy patterns are a part of nature’s story and
become a part of the interior design.
Today, Arne Jacobsen is particularly known for his
pioneering sense of shape and proportion, but he was
also very sensitive to materials and colour schemes.
“He was fascinated in the possibilities of working innovatively with various materials. The moulded plywood used
in the stacking chairs is an excellent example of this. He
had a great curiosity and found it challenging to work
with something that had never been tried before. It was
a tremendous achievement for Arne Jacobsen and Fritz
Hansen when the Ant™ was introduced in 1952,” explains
architect Kjeld Vindum, author of several Arne Jacobsen
books.
“Wood had a special meaning for him, and its importance grew over time. Throughout the 1950’s, he became
increasingly interested in the sensual and tactile elements
of materials. It reflected a kind of humanism that was a
substitute for the very earliest modernism’s austerity, and
this was connected to his relationship to nature. This is
apparent in his furniture as well as in some of his architectural works, where details such as wooden panels and
natural stones began to creep in, even though the overall
impression is still one of cool modernism.”
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“In my opinion, the Ant™ is the most
influential example of furniture design
in the 20th century.” – Kjeld Vindum
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Stack able chairs
Arne Jacobsen

Arne Jacobsen had some of his own stackable chairs in
wood at his private home. His personal favourite type of
wood was beech.
“He often talked about beech. He found the pure, light
colour beautiful, and he liked the fact that it was a humble
type of wood,” explains Kjeld Vindum.
Arne Jacobsen’s iconic stackable chair was first introduced
on the market 60 years ago. The Ant™ was originally
designed for the canteen at the international pharmaceuticals
company, Novo Nordisk.
The chair was groundbreaking because of its simplicity.
The lightweight, stackable chair consists of two parts: a
moulded veneer shell that comprises both the seat and
back, and a frame of thin steel pipes. This was followed a
couple of years later by the Series 7™ and consequently a
number of variants, including Grand Prix™ and the Lily™,
which are still in production. The chairs have established
themselves all over the world and over eight million chairs
have taken the journey through the factory at Fritz Hansen’s
headquarters in Allerød, north of Copenhagen.
“I took the starting point in what the needs were: What kind
of chairs are needed? I discovered that a new type of chair
was needed for the small kitchen/diners found in most new
buildings 
– a small, lightweight chair. At the same time,
I made it so it could also be used in canteens, as a stackable
chair. They can be stacked by pushing the chairs into each
other, thereby saving time and energy,” said Arne Jacobsen
about the background of the stackable chairs.
“In my opinion, the Ant™ is the most influential example of
furniture design in the 20th century,” says Kjeld Vindum. “It is
an immensely important chair because it takes into account
the new way of life and the new possibilities, and at the
same time it has an elegant and up-to-date expression. It is
Arne Jacobsen’s masterpiece.”
When Fritz Hansen relaunches the famous stackable chair in
wood, it is kind of going back to the roots, explains the head
of design at Fritz Hansen, Christian Grosen:
“The chair has always been in wood and is thought
in wood, but this had been forgotten, as it has become
known as a varnished chair, which is often confused with
plastic, and that just isn’t fair. Therefore it is high time that
the original story is told.”
At that time, it was Arne Jacobsen’s and Fritz Hansen’s
innovative use of plywood that echoed in the design
world. Veneer is thin layers of wood, cut using a special
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technique from large, carefully selected tree trunks that are
soaked during the process to give the veneer the correct
hardness. The soaking process varies depending on the
type of wood. Plywood is made from thin sheets of wood
that are glued together, so the grains in the wood run
against each other. Two kinds of veneer are used: seven
layers of inner veneer about one millimetre thick and two
layers of even thinner outer veneer. The veneer is carefully
selected, prepared and cut in order to create a beautiful
pattern of the grains in the wood.
“Wood is a fantastic material. Even today, nearly 60 years
after the Series 7™ was created, no other material can
compete with veneer for these chairs if you compare
sustainability, strength and price,” says Christian Grosen.
The stackable chairs are produced at Fritz Hansen’s
factory in Vassingerød in North Zealand, where the beech
forest stretches just outside the door. Although the factory
is automated, manual work is still part of the design
process as a supplement and quality control. By the time a
chair is packed and ready to leave the factory, 22 hands
or 11 people will have handled it – and a person from
quality control will have checked the fine veneer twice to
ensure optimal quality.
Originally, Arne Jacobsen wanted to be an artist, but his
wholesaler father persuaded him to apply for a place at
the School of Architecture. However, he maintained his
love of artistic nature studies, and throughout his whole life
he painted watercolours alongside his primary work as an
architect and designer. In an interview, he told how one of
the teachers at the School of Architecture once took away
a couple of his sketches, saying: “I’ll just hang these up at
the Art School, because that is where they will look most
at home.”
His instinctive colour sense was apparent in everything
he did, whether he was drawing prestigious buildings,
chairs, lamps or ashtrays. Sometimes it manifested itself
through his work by the sunlight’s reflection on the buildings he had designed, other times it was apparent in the
colour schemes in his furniture. In 1968, he designed a
colour palette that has formed the basis for Fritz Hansen’s
relaunch.
“The colours that were originally created for the stackable
chairs looked really beautiful together,” explains Kjeld
Vindum. “They were slightly toned, but still intense and
they suited this type of chair really well.”
Besides the nine wood varieties, nine completely new
colours will be introduced based on Arne Jacobsen’s
original palette. The nine new colours are designed to
complement the natural wood variants, so that maple, ash,
beech, cherry, Oregon pine, elm, oak, walnut and dark
stained oak can be combined with the coloured veneers.
The head of design emphasises that although wood
is currently in high demand, as far as Fritz Hansen is
concerned, this is not just a temporary campaign to keep
up with the times.
“Wood and sustainability are buzz words right now,
but we do not consider this relaunch as a campaign that
will disappear again in a couple of months. For us, it is
about a fundamental change in the way Arne Jacobsen’s
stackable chairs are perceived and understood,” says
Christian Grosen, who is personally enamoured with the
new version of the Ant™ in Oregon pine – a chair, that was
actually in Arne Jacobsen’s own home a good 50 years ago.
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FUll oF FavN
oNe oF the FritZ haNSeN Family’S lateSt memberS, Jaime
hayÓN, iS cUrreNtly oNe oF eUroPe’S leadiNg aNd
moSt SoUght-aFter deSigNerS. the SPaNiSh deSigNer
iS behiNd FritZ haNSeN’S elegaNt aNd orgaNic FavN™
SoFa, which waS laUNched iN 2011. mUlti-taleNted
hayÓN iS cUrreNtly iNvolved iN a NUmber oF deSigN
ProJectS, iNclUdiNg a chocolate ShoP iN kUwait.
how was it to work with fAVn™? “i am very pleased with the
final version of FavN™. we made a great effort to create a sofa with
its own dNa, and yet that would also fit into Fritz hansen’s universe.
we succeeded. the level of detail and technical knowledge that the
collaboration with Fritz hansen required has also been incredibly inspiring
for me as a designer.”
What kind of reactions have you experienced to the
collaboration? ”i have felt them as a really warm welcome, and i am
pleasantly surprised by the great enthusiasm the sofa has received from
other designers and not least the customers. all the time and energy we have
invested in the collaboration has paid off and it makes me extremely proud.”
What are you involved with at the moment? “i’m busy with lots of
new design and interior design projects: a restaurant in Paris, a chocolate shop
in kuwait and other new exciting design collaborations. i’m always on the
lookout for new challenges, new materials and new opportunities to learn.”

aroUNd the world
FritZ haNSeN iS exPaNdiNg to more coNtiNeNtS. iN SePtember,
FritZ haNSeN oPeNed itS FirSt FlagShiP Store iN loNdoN, the doorS
will oPeN to a New ShoP iN JaPaN later thiS SPriNg, aNd iN
Stockholm the FritZ haNSeN ShoP iS moviNg to larger PremiSeS
iN the beaUtiFUl ØStermalm NeighboUrhood. all theSe ShoPS will
oFFer the claSSic FritZ haNSeN icoNS.

remNaNtS with reSUltS
why not create new chairs with the remnants from one of
history’s greatest design icons, and thereby making it an even
more sustainable design? every year, the manufacturing process
of the Series 7™ leaves Fritz hansen with veneer remnants.
in collaboration with Fritz hansen, the students at the School of
architecture have created 12 new and innovative chair designs
by using these remnants. models that have been created include
little brother™, which is plaited from 12 layers of the surplus veneer.
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60 yearS with the aNt™
Usually, these kind of things live for a couple of days at the most, but this
year arne Jacobsen’s ant™ will celebrate its 60th birthday. the idea behind
this iconic chair, which was made for the canteen at Novo Nordisk, was to
design an aesthetic and functional piece of furniture for industrial production.
with its organic shape, the stackable chair became a role model for future
chair production back in 1952, and today the ant, with its simple and
minimalistic design, is more alive than ever before.

we like ...
book miChAel sheRiDAn
through a number of books about architectural icons such as
arne Jacobsen and Poul kjærholm, the american architect,
writer and republic contributor, michael Sheridan, has reached
expert status in the area of modern danish design. Sheridan’s latest
book ‘mesterværker’ explores modern single-family houses built
in the 1950’s architectural golden age in denmark.
read his contribution to this edition of republic on page 28.
iNteriorS sARAh JessiCA pARKeR
She is famous for her extravagant stilettos in the tv series Sex and the city,
but in private, the american actress Sarah Jessica Parker is more preoccupied with
danish furniture designers, including arne Jacobsen and cecilie manz, she tells
american vogue, where a beautiful photo spread shot by the american photographer
mario testino also shows her passion for danish furniture.
PhotograPhy miKAel olsson
the renowned photographer and republic contributor, mikael olsson,
explores Swedish modernism at its best in the book Södrakull
Frösakull from the publishers Steidl. olsson portrays the legacy
of the legendary architect bruno mathsson using light, emptiness
and shadows as the only props in an impressive photographic universe.
See more at www.steidlville.com
magaZiNe ApARtAmento
the New york times has hailed apartamento as the interiors magazine that
post-materialists have been waiting for. Since 2008, the magazine has
maintained that a beloved home is not created by good design alone, but
also by real life. a magazine dedicated to good space and the people that
live in it. See more at www.apartamentomagazine.com
architectUre teRunoBu fuJimoRi
with charred cedar wood and raw, natural materials such as stone, earth, bark and
mortar as building blocks, architecture can be quirky and folkloristic, traditional and
modern at the same time. this is proved by award winning Japanese architect and
architecture historian terunobu Fujimori, who has become a front-runner for an entire
generation of Japanese design studios with a sustainable flair for captivating architecture.
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“it alwayS StartS with the material”

cecilie maNZ
by signe løntoft PhotoS moRten BJARnhof

aeStheticS aNd coNScioUSNeSS are iNtriNSically liNked For cecilie maNZ. the reNowNed
deSigNer createS FUrNitUre aNd deSigN obJectS that caN laSt aN eNtire liFetime.
thiS year FritZ haNSeN laUNcheS her New chair aNd table SerieS, minuscule™.
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somewhere in central Copenhagen, 14 fabric
samples in different colours and three large
stones lie on a streamlined desk.
the stones, which were found on the beach in odsherred
in North-west Zealand, have been rounded by the waves
over time. cecilie manz picked them up during a walk in
the landscape where she spent the first 17 years of her
life. and now they are here in her studio and are a part of
the story of the new chair, minuscule™, which the 39-yearold designer has created for Fritz hansen.
“i am fascinated by all the variations that you can find
in nature, as well as variations within a very small area,”
says cecilie manz, as we weigh the stones in our hands.
“all three of them are grey, but even though they might
superficially seem like three identical stones, they are actually
all completely different shades of grey.”
She has used the stones as a part of her inspiration for the
little collection, which consists of a smaller lounge table
that goes with the minuscule™ chair. the table is square
with rounded corners and has a frame that is clearly in
the same family as the chair’s geometrically built frame.
the plastic frame has a colour and beautiful rounded
shape like the three stones from the beach at odsherred.
the sculptural shell with natural leather piping creates a
severe edge towards the inner shell which curves downwards. cecilie manz is particularly pleased with the
piping detail as the beautiful natural leather is used in a
new and untraditional way. the outer shell of the chair is
available in dark or light grey, while the interior colours
range from cold to warm shades.
the chair is on the floor. Not a finished version, but
a rounded shell and a half-finished frame reflecting a
working process that has stretched over one and a half
years.
“we wanted to create a chair that could be used as a
formal lounge chair for informal meetings. it has been
made for a context where you have to interact with others,
and you can just turn around in it and talk to the person
sitting next to you. the height is adjusted compared to
most lounge chairs, so minuscule™ is 40 centimetres
high, whereas many lounge chairs are 30. if you meet
other people in a professional context, you do not want
to sit too low – you need to be able to get up on your feet
again in a dignified manner, regardless of what you are
wearing. the shell also creates a protected space, where
you do not have to worry about how you look from behind
or something falling out of your pocket,” says cecilie manz.
the expression is simple. the round shell is held by the
frame. the chair padding has been kept light and elegant.
this reinforces the feeling of a chair that is informal and
stringent at the same time.
“it has been a long, but very satisfying design process
with room to explore different possibilities underway.
we have approached it in a rather untraditional way,
involving other professionals in our field work, and it has
been an inspiring and open collaboration,” explains
cecilie manz. together with a handful of professionals
from Fritz hansen, she moved from stage to stage; from

“my ideal iS to create thiNgS that caN
accomPaNy yoU throUgh all the diFFereNt
PhaSeS oF yoUr liFe - aNd caN be PaSSed oN
to yoUr childreN.” – Cecilie Manz

the very abstract material experiments to company
visits and the first tentative drawings and models.
along the way, she has also worked on other projects in her
little design studio and exhibited her most conceptual and
legendary designs at a separate exhibition, objets ordinaires
i maison du danemark (the danish house, ed.) in Paris.
“i try to make room in my schedule for making something
where i don’t have to think about production and sales, as
it has a positive effect on my design projects. however, if
a design process becomes too abstract, i need a stricter
framework to progress, as i am not a trained artist. i am
first and foremost trained to solve design issues. but these
two working methods stimulate each other and i would not
want to be without either of them.”
cecilie manz has long been hailed as one of denmark’s
most significant younger design names. She has designed
glass for holmegaard, ceramics for kähler, and the
eSSay™ table for Fritz hansen, as well as textile and
furniture projects for a large number of international
design companies. her designs are modernistic and
elegant and she has a reputation for being uncompromising. as she admits herself:
“Some people think i am strict. but you don’t get anything out
of being in my industry if you don’t go after the best result.”
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“the combiNatioN oF Strict miNimaliSm aNd the chaoS
that PrevailS iN a city like tokyo, with itS looSe cableS,
NeoN advertiSemeNtS aNd PeoPle From all walkS oF liFe,
iS iNcredibly iNSPiriNg” – Cecilie Manz

when she says the best result, cecilie manz means a
result that will last for many, many years. durability is an
important ambition in a world where far too many cheap,
new things are mass produced, and soon afterwards are
just filling up the rubbish dump.
“aesthetics are intrinsically linked to consciousness.
my opinion is that i have a responsibility not to be
involved in making things that the world doesn’t really
have a great need for. therefore, it is a quality barometer
if things can last, both from an aesthetical and functional
point of view. it’s incredibly important for me, even though
some people think that it’s an old-fashioned opinion.
my working method is tied up with functionality. i don’t
like it when design becomes contrived and a whole lot
of unnecessary words are required to create a need just
because we constantly think we need to have new things.
So i don’t like to add too many non-slip gadgets that are
not needed.”
cecilie manz has her innate respect of materials and good
craftsmanship from back home. as the daughter of internationally renowned craftsfolk, the ceramicist couple bodil
and richard manz, she grew up in a home where work
and pleasure were fruitfully fused together. the family
lived in the old village school in odsherred, where the old
school gym had been converted into a large workshop.
cecilie manz and her siblings loved to spend their afternoons at the workshop, where they earned pocket money
by wiping off the edges and glazes.
“For me, design always starts with the material. i’ve
always been very fond of all types of wood, and actually
at one stage i did consider becoming a carpenter. in the
same way, i have to have all the materials in my hands
before i can feel if it is something i can work with.”
all three children have chosen a life in design, in that
cecilie manz’s older brother is an architect, whilst her
younger sister is a graphic designer.
cecilie manz studied at the danish design School and
University of art and design in helsinki, Finland, from

1992 to 1997. She knew early on that she wanted to work
for herself and the year after her graduation, she started
working in her own design studio. From the beginning,
the simplicity of her designs characterised her work. minimalism has never been dead as far as she is concerned,
and she has travelled to Japan both during her childhood
and as an adult. the Japanese combination of minimalism
and sensitivity is an eternal source of inspiration, just
as it was for many of the world famous danish furniture
designers back in the 1960’s. Some of her earliest childhood memories originate from the half a year when she
lived surrounded by rice fields in the small Japanese village
Furukoba. as an adult, she returned to rediscover both the
village and the modern Japan in the metropolis of tokyo.
“the combination of strict minimalism and the chaos that
prevails in a city like tokyo, with its loose cables, neon
advertisements and people from all walks of life, is incredibly inspiring.”
apart from Japan, cecilie manz is also inspired by
art. She loves the danish painter vilhelm hammershøi’s
enigmatic works in hushed tones of grey and brown.
i just love the grey tones. i can get quite high from all
that grey. in the same way, some mornings i might like to
wander down to the harbour here in copenhagen, where
it’s like a kind of grey curtain has been pulled down from
heaven, so it’s all grey within grey. it’s a totally unique
light that absorbs all the colours and captures the Nordic
essence. this unique temperament could become an introverted and melancholy mood, but i associate it with depth,
reflection and sense of bliss” she says.
cecilie manz turns the combination of Japanese inspiration and Nordic temperament into a clean and simple
expression. this is apparent in objects such as the
eSSay™ table, which she designed for Fritz hansen in
2010: a solid wooden table consisting of two bases and
a table top, without aprons, bars or other unnecessary
elements. and now it is also evident in the minuscule™
chair and accompanying table.
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Cecilie Manz
minuscule™

minuscule™ chair light grey and grey and Dot™ in walnut.
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Manz and minuscule™
PHOTOS DITTE ISAGER STYLING Christine Rudolph

Innovation meets loving craftwork, Danish furniture traditions in dialogue
with curious innovation, elegance and soft forms united in the designer
Cecilie Manz’s new minuscule™- furniture series. Comfortable qualities that do not
put limitations on the design’s expression. A chair and a table that beautifully
follow the lines of Arne Jacobsen’s curvy classics.
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Cecilie Manz
minuscule™

The shell has a sculptural expression,
but with a natural leather piping, giving
it a stark edge towards the inner shell.
The frame is made in plastic.

“The Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) is an art
museum in Midtown Manhattan in New York
City, on 53rd Street, between Fifth and Sixth
Avenues.” - Diane Solway

left: minuscule™ chair light grey & grey
right: minuscule™ chair light grey & grey White KAISER idell™ pendant.
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Cecilie Manz
minuscule™
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Cecilie Manz
minuscule™

minuscule™ chair dark grey & dark blue-grey
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Cecilie Manz
minuscule™
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“WE HAVE APPROACHED IT IN A RATHER
UNTRADITIONAL WAY, INVOLVING OTHER
PROFESSIONALS IN OUR FIELD WORK,
AND IT HAS BEEN AN INSPIRING AND
OPEN COLLABORATION.” – Cecilie Manz
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Cecilie Manz
minuscule™

minuscule™ table white compact laminate minuscule™ chair light grey
rust orange & grey. White KAISER idell™ floor lamp.
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Cecilie Manz
minuscule™
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“We wanted to create a chair that could be
used as a formal chair for informal meetings.”
– Cecilie Manz
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Cecilie Manz
minuscule™

The chair padding has been kept light and elegant.
This reinforces the feeling of a chair that is INFORMAL
AND STRINGENT at the same time.

left: minuscule™ table white compact laminate. minuscule™ chair light grey,
corn yellow and denim blue right: minuscule™ table white compact laminate.
minuscule™ chair light grey, corn yellow, denim blue & grey.
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Cecilie Manz
minuscule™

left: minuscule™ table white compact laminate & Oregon pine.
minuscule™ chair aubergine, denim blue, rust orange, dark grey, grey & corn yellow.
right: minuscule™ chair corn yellow, ochre, aubergine, denim blue, grey, green,
blue-grey, rust orange, beige, dark ultramarine, dark blue, blue,
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minuscule™ is created in 14 exceptional versions.
The colour palette includes: corn yellow,
OCHRE, DENIM BLUE, grey, green, dark grey,
rust orange, BEIGE, DARK ULTRAMARINE, BLUE GREY,
dark blue & aubergine.
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a harmoNic maSterPiece
roUNdS 50 yearS
by miChAel sheRiDAn PhotoS ARne JACoBsen, stRÜWing, fRitZ hAnsen ARChiVe

wheN the combiNed exPerieNce, kNowledge aNd deSire to create waS at itS greateSt,
arNe JacobSeN created the moSt comPlete aSSigNmeNt oF hiS career: St. catheriNe’S college
aNd the whole oxFord™ SerieS oF icoNic FUrNitUre. the architect aNd arNe JacobSeN exPert,
michael SheridaN, will commemorate the 50th aNNiverSary oF the harmoNic maSterPiece
iN the eNgliSh UNiverSity towN oF oxFord.

see more at www.stcatz.ox.ac.uk
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Outside of Denmark, the architect Arne
Jacobsen (1902-71) is best known for his design
of furniture and lamps, many of which have today
achieved iconic status and are still in production, 60 years
after they first saw the light of day. But Jacobsen was also
one of the 20th century’s most gifted architects and his
finest buildings are examples of the humanistic, modern
architecture that Danish architects created from 1930 until
the mid 1960’s. Jacobsen was also a talented landscape
architect and a connoisseur of gardens. His most important
furniture was designed for specific buildings, and his two
most complete works were the SAS Royal Hotel in Copenhagen (1956-60) and St. Catherine’s College (1959-64) at
Oxford University in England. The buildings were created
when Jacobsen’s career was at its peak, and he perfected
them with gardens of his own specially designed furnishings that included door handles, textiles and cutlery,
giving its residents a complete sensation of beauty in every
manner of the word. Today the legendary room 606 at the
Radisson Blu Royal hotel remains the only untouched part of
the original interior, but St. Catherine’s College is still intact.
Jacobsen’s garden has flourished perfectly here, making the
English college more beautiful than ever, and thus completing
Jacobsen’s original vision.

Arne Jacobsen based St. Catherine’s on the elementary model
for traditional colleges: A cluster of buildings arranged around
rectangular lawns, also known as quadrangles. On the
outskirts of Oxford, Jacobsen established a low platform with
detached buildings that make overlapping quadrangles that
open and shut when the perspective changes. The complex
is built symmetrically around a central axis, where Jacobsen
placed the communal buildings: the dining hall, auditorium
and library. On each side of the axis are the long, threestorey buildings with the dormitories divided into traditional
’staircases’: the individual clusters of dormitory rooms that
make up the small communities within each college. Together,
the buildings and the platform create an enclosed area which
you enter through a central gate via a bridge that crosses a
long, narrow pool– a kind of modern moat that runs parallel
to the River Cherwell. All the buildings share a simple architectural language created by slight concrete frames that are
embedded in yellow brick walls. Low, free-standing walls
divide the space between the buildings into intimate gardens
and, to strengthen the tie with nature, Arne Jacobsen crammed
St. Catherine’s College full with a rich variety of trees and
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flowering bushes, resulting in a grand total of 758 different
species of plants. A small row of houses outside the moat
completes this idyllic formation. This includes the principal’s
house, a bicycle shed and a music pavilion.

With his characteristic energy and ambition, Jacobsen
designed a series of furniture and lamps specially for
the English college. The rooms were equipped with a
special desk and a seating area that included lounge
and desk chairs as well as a little table that could also
be used as a stool. Arne Jacobsen created his most original and characteristic designs for the dining hall, which
formed the symbolic centre of St. Catherine’s College.
According to old Oxford tradition, the students eat at the
long communal tables whilst the principal and the faculty
eat separately at a high table. The students sat on
simple benches that were later replaced by Jacobsen’s
Series 7™ chairs, whilst the university’s fellows sat on
high-backed chairs that Jacobsen had designed especially
for the room.
Having worked with wood for ten years, Jacobsen was
able to create a shell out of one piece of wood, veneered
in English oak, which was equally comfortable and formal.
Seen from the back, the shell looks like a rectangle that
goes softly inwards at the top, but from the profile it has a
sensual curve that follows the backbone and supports the
lower back. The shell was on top of four pieces of moulded
oak that formed a column but divided at the bottom and
at the top, at the same time as it evenly balanced the
weight and distributed it over the floor. In this way, the
faculty had a closed community of scholars, who, as they
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St. Catherine’s College

“All the buildings share a simple architectural
language created by slight concrete frames
embedded in yellow brick walls.”
– Michael Sheridan
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Read more here:

Sheridan, Michael. Room 606 – The SAS Huset
and The Work of Arne Jacobsen, Phaidon, 2003.
Thau, Carsten; Vindum, Kjeld. Arne Jacobsen,
Arkitektens Forlag, 1998.
Arne Jacobsen and His Laminated Chairs;
Henriksen, Bård. Scandinavian Journal of Design
History 1997, vol. 7, pp. 7-28.

sat concealed behind their chair backs, were somewhat
reminiscent of the monastery universities of the Middle
Ages. Jacobsen followed up on his bold and elegantly
understated style with a low-backed chair for the faculty
office that was equipped with curved bands of laminated
wood as armrests. This low chair remained a prototype,
but has had a considerable significance nevertheless.
In a very literal way, the two chairs’ shells were a culmination of Jacobsen’s work as a furniture designer. In his early
commissions, he imitated the organic furniture made by his
mentor, the pioneering Swedish architect Gunnar Asplund,
even when he tried to incorporate modern materials.
The bar stools that Jacobsen designed for his Bellevue
restaurant (1932-35) combined organic backs à la
Asplund with bases of steel tubes inspired by the Bauhaus
trends of the time. Even though the intersections of the
parts are slightly raw and the backrests are thought
to be too small for real comfort, the steel bases contain
the inspiration for the aluminium pedestals for the Egg™
and the Swan™ (1957-58), and the columns in curved
wood for the chairs from St. Catherine’s. Throughout
the 1930’s and 1940’s, Jacobsen continued to design
specially made furniture for his buildings, but it was first
in the 1950’s, when he began to work with industrial
techniques instead of traditional craftsmanship, that the
beauty of his traditional equalled that of his architecture.
At the time when Jacobsen received the commission for
St. Catherine’s College, he had already created a number
of masterpieces including the revolutionary Ant™ chair
(1952), the Series 7™ (1955) and perhaps his most
graceful chair frame, 4130™ (1957), which was made
purely of wood and had four laminated wooden legs that
were cut to form a triangular cross section. The 4130™ was
awarded the finest distinction at the 11th Milano Triennale
and consequently became known as the Grand Prix™
chair. At St. Catherine’s College, Jacobsen more or less
turned the foot of the Grand Prix™ chair inside out and
gathered the legs in the middle to create a rigid column.
Seen in sequence, the development from Jacobsen’s earlier
experiments with tube formed steel to the 1950’s laminated
wooden shells leads directly to his final great furniture series.

Even before the last buildings at St. Catherine’s College
were finished in 1964, Jacobsen began to adapt the two
chair shells for mass production. The laminated shells were
padded on the inside and covered with leather, whilst
the bent wooden feet were replaced with thin steel tubes
that enabled the seats to turn around and the height to be
adjusted. The steel tubes were fixed on stable aluminium
bases with five feet, and the series was later made with
wheels. The armrests from the office chair prototype were
changed to aluminium and were offered in both high and
low versions, with or without padding. In the 1960’s, the
chairs were also available without padding, laminated
in rosewood or teak. In 2008 a medium height shell was
introduced, thus completing the series that Jacobsen had
christened Oxford™.
Today, 50 years after its debut at St. Catherine’s College,
the Oxford™ series still has a contemporary feel in an
effortless way and its simplicity acts as a shield against
modern trends and the whims of fashion. The source of
its timeless character lies in the mastermind’s controlled
use of lines, just as if Jacobsen had drawn it in the room.
Even though he chose not to imitate historical styles, he
used the most traditional of all forms – the human body
– and created a new paradigm that was old and modern,
abstract and human at the same time. Stripped of stylistic
details, the chair only reflects the form of who is sitting in
it, and the chair’s silence delivers an eloquent testimony
to Jacobsen’s artistic mastery and his own unique ability
to transform tradition into modernity.
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leNe traNberg

NatUral qUality
by mAJ Juni PhotoS Kim hølteRmAnD, polfoto

the architect leNe traNberg haS reached the toP oF daNiSh architectUre
with aN ageNda that iS baSically aboUt gettiNg a meSSage acroSS.

see more at www.ltarkitekter.dk
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“i have a dream that a demolitioN
FUNd coUld be created, So we coUld
clear UP a bit iN the thiNgS made
withoUt aNy heart aNd SoUl.”
– Lene Tranberg

lundgaard & tranberg architects, named after lene
and her partner, architect boje lundgaard, who died at
the age of 60 in 2004, has always maintained a high
level of quality. in an industry where the best ideas and
intentions, and the most creative and visionary concepts
tend to suffer compromises in meetings with clients,
authorities, budgets and general practice, lundgaard &
tranberg have an impressive track record.
the fascination of nature, of organic matter, is prevalent
throughout lene tranberg’s work. She has found her inspiration for her buildings on several levels. Partly concrete,
because lene tranberg has a great interest in environmentally friendly houses and sustainable building, partly on a
more abstract level, because nature’s materials, forms and
textures are a recurrent theme in her architecture.
this can be seen in tietgenkollegiet in Ørestad, copenhagen,
which, with its round, soft shape, creates an inviting
atmosphere for the community. with its green, inner courtyard and choice of materials, including american oak,
birch veneer, and the soft brass alloy, tombak, it has an
almost poetic relationship with the surrounding nature.
this is also seen in the royal danish Playhouse in copenhagen’s habour, which is a pretty rough building but at
the same time it is built halfway in the water and is graced
with a wooden floor. lene tranberg calls this unique
building “an audacious house”.
it is also apparent in her own holiday home by the great
belt bridge, which she describes as being fairly quiet
on the outside, whilst the inside has an almost oriental
atmosphere and opens dramatically out towards the
roaring sea.
it is also a pretty accurate description of the designer
herself. For she always seems so composed, calm and
almost mild in her expression, but if you listen to what is
being said, there is quite a lot at stake.
being an architect is “a declaration of love ... in a
language that is both physical and subtle,” she says.
She has also got herself noticed by her comments that
she wished it was forbidden to build something unless it
was done to get a message across, beyond commercial
and business reasons, as that would make the world look
completely different.
“i get furious when i can sense that people are uncommitted, yet go around building freely in all shapes and
sizes. they shouldn’t be allowed to do so. i have a dream
that a demolition fund could be created, so we could clear
up a bit in the things made without heart and soul.”
lene tranberg was born in 1956 in copenhagen. She
graduated from the royal danish School of architecture
in 1984, where she studied under professor erik christian
Sørensen. her innate talent for architecture was in her
blood, as both her maternal grandfather and uncle were
architects, and she was fortunate enough to virtually “play
her way into the profession.” however, from an early age,

she was mostly fascinated by nature. “i could lie in the
grass and just feel the smell and look up at the clouds and
watch them floating by. you know, that feeling of being
just an infinitely tiny dot in the great big universe. i felt that
very early as a child,” she said.
after her after completing her studies, lene tranberg was
employed at various design studios until 1983, when she
formed the design studio lundgaard & tranberg together
with her colleague boje lundgaard. along the way,
they were romantically involved for a period of time, and
together they created some of the most interesting buildings
in denmark from the 1980’s to the present day.
after boje lundgaard’s sudden death in 2004 – he never
managed to see the completion of their project, the
royal danish Playhouse – lene tranberg has carried the
design studio on with new partners. over the years, she
has taught at the royal danish School of architecture,
served on a number of boards and received a multitude of
prestigious awards.
amongst other achievements, lundgaard & tranberg have
twice been awarded the much respected international
architect prize, riba european award.
Projects have not dwindled over the years; on the contrary.
Future projects that the company is involved in include the
prestigious building opposite the world-famous amusement
park, tivoli, in the centre of copenhagen. the existing
building will be demolished and will be replaced with
five detached round houses from 12 to 57 metres high,
all connected by several footbridges. lene tranberg
has previously expressed that the building’s design is
connected to the nearby entertainment mecca, cirkusbygningen and tivoli’s pavilions, but particularly associates it
with the old ramparts that existed there in the middle ages.
lene tranberg has therefore suggested that a belt of trees
be planted across vesterbrogade to tivoli, and that the
square be slightly lowered to form a kind of basin that
can gather rainwater and serve as a subtle reminder of
the once present moat. the building on the Scala site is
expected to be finished in 2015.
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SIR paul smith
by susanne madsen PHOTOs MICHAEL HEMY

Sir Paul Smith is one of ENGLAND’S most influential fashion designers. Since the 1970’s,
he has made a name for himself with his colourful, striped and humorous universe. This year,
he is launching Point by Paul Smith, a series of patterned furniture fabric inspired by Scottish
knitwear and embroidery, WHICH WILL BE FEATURED ON ARNE JACOBSEN’S FURNITURE.
What signifies good furniture design to you? ”It’s hard to
pin down as I love mad and kitsch things just as much as classic,
beautiful furniture. But if I had to summarise, I would probably
say scale, proportions and simplicity. Comfort is important for
chairs. Unfortunately, far too many chairs in this world are visually
beautiful, interesting and special, but they are also unbelievably
uncomfortable. And unless you buy a chair as a decorative object
for a hall, you should ideally be able to sit in it!”
Which chairs represent something special to you?
”I’m pretty tall, so I usually go for chairs with more depth in the seat.
Arne Jacobsen’s chairs are perfect examples of the things I value
highly in furniture design. His work represents something special for
me as he really understood quality, simplicity, scale and proportions.
For Jacobsen’s 50th anniversary, Fritz Hansen asked me if I would
decorate the Series 7™, so I just covered it in colourful stamps.
Why change something too much if it is already brilliant?”
When did you start becoming interested in furniture?
”When I was about 18, I began to hang out with a group of
students from the local art school, and suddenly great architects
and furniture designers entered my world. It was also around the
time that I first discovered furniture made from found objects such
as old bicycle handlebars. I was very fascinated by the idea of
how you can look at an object like a bicycle and imagine a piece
of furniture.”
What was the first important Danish piece of furniture
you bought for yourself? ”I first bought a couple of Poul
Kjærholm chairs – a PK22™ chair and a PK33™ stool. Kjaerholm
is one of my absolute favourite Danish furniture designers.”
What do you think Point by Paul Smith upholstery fabric
adds to the classic Kjærholm and Jacobsen chairs? ”The
patterns are really striking and I think it creates a good balance and

dialogue with the furniture’s simple design. I have designed some
lively fabrics, as there is no point in hiring me to make a piece of
flat-woven, navy blue fabric! They were based on a Fair Isle knit – a
pattern that has inspired me for years and I was particularly inspired
by an iconic picture of the Duchess of Windsor in a Fair Isle sweater.”
Is there a connection between furniture and fashion?
”I love how the two worlds run parallel and cross over each other,
but I am also fascinated by the differences between them. When
you design clothes, it can often just take an hour from when you
have the idea, until you have cut and sewed a roughly finished
prototype, whilst the process with upholstery fabric takes much
longer. For example, we have a little machine that tests how robust
the upholstery fabric is by rubbing it 50,000 times.”
How is your office furnished? ”I have a desk which I have
never even sat at because it is totally covered in things! The only
tidy surface in my office is a huge rosewood table that is always
empty. The rest of my office is a madhouse – there is kitsch stuff,
letters and bits and bobs all over the place. From where I am
sitting now, I can see around 10,000 books and CDs, 80 robots,
25 cameras, 50 watches and 12 bikes. From the outside, it looks
extremely messy, but I know where everything is. I could hold a
fantastic flea market. The only problem would be that I would go to
it and buy everything!”
What do you do in your spare time? ”Spare time? Ha!
What is that? I work most of the time, but I am a pretty cheerful
and humorous person, so it doesn’t bother me that much. But I
swim every morning at 5 o’clock before I start work at my office
at 6 o’clock, and I have done so for years. I like to cycle in the
summer. I am the kind of cyclist who prefers to get their bike out
when the sun shines.”
See more at www.paulsmith.co.uk
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